
 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 

English: Students will explore a range of poems from other cultures. They will analyse how poets deliver powerful messages about identity, place and 
culture. Students will continue to develop their analysis skills and explore how they can offer a personal response to literature. Students will be taught to 
recognise how responses to literature may have changed over time and how to explore this in depth within their analysis. 

Maths: Students in Year 7 will cover a range of topics from each of the key strands of mathematics, namely, Number, Algebra, Geometry and Measure, 
Ratio and Proportion, Probability, and Statistics. In the Spring Term, students will be looking at working with decimal numbers. They will be learning how to 
work with decimals in the same way that they are able to work with integers. They will look at decimals in real life contexts such as Money. Students will 
also learn how to write time as a decimal and learn about the problems they encounter when doing this. Following this work, students will develop their 
geometric understanding of two dimensional shape. They will first recap the work on Area and Perimeter from Year 6 before using this knowledge to solve 
problems and find more complex areas. 

Science: Ecology: Students will learn that the Sun is a source of energy that passes through ecosystems. All species live in ecosystems composed of 
complex communities of animals and plants dependent on each other and that are adapted to particular conditions. These ecosystems provide essential 
services that support human life and continued development. In order to continue to benefit from these services humans need to engage with the 
environment in a sustainable way. Students will also consider some actions we need to take to ensure our future health, prosperity and well-being on Earth. 

Art: Students will be consolidating the skills and learning from the first term and developing their understanding of the formal drawing elements: 
Line/Tone/shade/shape /texture and in particular colour. They will be studying the work of traditional and contemporary Pop Artists to develop their 
appreciation of critical studies. They will complete a key piece of work on Stylized Pop.  

Music: Students will start to develop their understanding of some of the musical elements, but with a twist. Students will learn about music used in phone 
and computer apps. They will do this by using and exploring the apps, then write reviews of how they are used, accessed and understood the content, 
along with what they learnt from it. Student will start with apps that use rhythm as their centre to develop their understanding of that particular musical 
quality. This process will be repeated, but the musical element will change each time. Once the core knowledge has been obtained, student will start to use 
online software to create their own phone ringtone. This is an essential starting point for student to understand the basic building blocks in music: theory, 
performance and composition.  

Expressive Arts: Students will build on their knowledge and understanding of Musical Theatre. Students will develop their understanding of how performers 
use their skills to create characters, and how costume, props and set can be used to contribute to the overall effectiveness of a piece of theatre. Students 
will complete a production study in response to the key production elements and this will develop their creative thinking skills, an essential requirement 
within the performance industry. 

Geography: Students will consolidate their learning from last term studying Indian development and tectonic hazards. The new topic for this term is 
Warrington and Beyond. Pupils will study the geography of the local area focussing on why it rains so much in Warrington, uses of the Mersey, how climate 
change is affecting Warrington, why Warrington is growing and the Sefton coast. Key assessed work on this topic will relate to how climate change is 
affecting Warrington.  
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History: Students in Year 7 will be progressing with lessons that allow students to gain a contextual insight in to the medieval world. Firstly, students will 
be expected to consolidate and secure their knowledge about the ‘Power Struggle’ in 1066. After this, students will be required to learn how William the 
Conqueror consolidated and established his rule within England, after the Battle of Hastings. More specifically, students should be able to recall knowledge 
about the Harrying of the North, the Feudal System and Castles. Furthermore, students will be expected to thoroughly explain how William established his 
power as a piece of extended writing. Students will also gain an insight in to medieval life through historical sources such as the Domesday Book and 
Luttrell Psalter.  

Computing: Students will complete a unit we call Collaborating respectfully online, which will both serve as a reminder, but also be an opportunity to go a 
little deeper, with the work done on network responsibility and e-safety from half term 1. They will cover account security, respectful communication, 
cyberbullying, how to recognise and report issues and then responsible use of presentation tools and content. Their skills and knowledge demonstrated in 
the presentation will form part of their key assessed piece. 

Design Technology:  
Theory/Knowledge based curriculum:  
For this topic, Students will be introduced to and focus on technical drawing skills within Design & Technology.  Firstly, we will be looking at ‘Crating’ and 
‘Sketching’ techniques, moving onto more formal engineering drawing – Oblique, Isometric, Orthographic Projection and Perspective.  Using these technical 
drawing skills gained, students will complete several tasks/briefs related to industry settings, for example: Graphic Design, Architecture & Engineering.  
Emphasis will be placed on the precision of the draftsman.   

Religious Studies: Students in Year 7 will be exploring the foundations of religion by undertaking an experiential approach to religion in our The Island 
topic.  They will approach the key concepts and practices of religion from a sociological perspective, linking them back to Ninian Smart’s Dimensions of 
Religion we studied last term, and giving students a chance to build on their existing knowledge of religious practices. 

Physical Education: In attempt to try and keep you active we will provide two practical activities per week, one to be performed each lesson. We will also 
provide two activities aimed at improving mental health and well-being during this stressful lock down time.  However, it is really important we get lots of 
fresh air. If you would rather substitute your PE lesson for a walk outside, a run or a bike ride this is absolutely ok. We would actively encourage this! Getting 
away from your computer/laptop for an hour in your PE lesson will really help.  

Spanish: Students will be developing their vocabulary on the topic of free time activities. Students will revise a variety of opinion verbs and study a range 
of infinitives so as to give their own opinion on what they like/dislike doing in their free time. Students will explore how to justify their answers using a variety 
of adjectives. Opportunities for developing reading and listening understanding will be included in lessons. Modelling of how to build sentences will be 
incorporated into our lessons to support students to structure their own writing. Students will have to show understanding of key information from reading 
and listening texts, as well as that of grammatical structures such as key verbs, opinion verbs, connectives and adjectives. 

 


